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New measures targeting the extreme right represent “a sea change in counterterrorism” after two decades battling Islamist militants.

hiden’s domestic terrorism strategy
details unprecedented focus on homegrown threats
The 32-page plan synthesizes steps that have been recommended by national security officials into one blueprint on how to more effectively identify extremists in the country after years of heightened
document: hiden’s strategy for combating domestic extremism
He brought up former President Donald Trump’s speech in North Carolina over the weekend trying to rebuff his usual false claims “an increasingly militant radicalization against pluralistic
christ hays: trump team won’t stop attacking democracy until they’re either successful or ‘someone goes to jail’
The debate this past week also speaks to the underlying anxiety - both political and real - about a long-standing and dangerous shortcoming in French policy: Despite a robust security apparatus
where is the french plan to halt radicalization?
Mr. Wray said his communications and radicalization dated back to as early as
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